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By Marcella Shaffer




Issue #64 • July/August, 2000



There is a big difference between home dairying to produce food for your family and dairying to sell...            
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            Shearing, carding, spinning, weaving and creating with Margaret Boos
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            Beekeeping basics
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            Once a day milking
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            Raising your own beef
            
                                                                            

        


        


        
	
 


 

Self-Reliance
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                Vinegar — A splash is all you need for healthful eating, natural healing, and sparkling home
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                Make elderberry syrup for flu season
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                Buying the right emergency radio
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                Roasting coffee on a wood stove
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                Preparing for a Temporary Catastrophe
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                Commonsense preparedness just makes sense
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 


Farm and Garden
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                    Exotic Plants for the Homestead
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            Garden Seeds — A Great Winter Pastime

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Jackie Clay




Issue #67 • January/February, 2001



Start your garden this year while the snow is still on the ground. I start all of my...                
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            You Can Make Your Own Fertilizers

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Christopher and Dolores Lynn Nyerges




Issue #44 • March/April, 1997



For some people, home gardening is an expensive pursuit, which seems a bit backward to...                
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            Build an Old-Fashioned Hotbed and Start Your Seeds in Style

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Roy Martin




Issue #104 • March/April, 2007



A hotbed is a miniature greenhouse that is heated to protect new seedlings from cold. The hotbed differs...                

            


        


        

 

Americana and History
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                        The vanishing outhouse
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Tom Kovach




Issue #79 • January/February, 2003



A person recently wrote to a large Midwest newspapers' advice column asking for information about outdoor privies. It seems that this person's family inherited a log cabin from out of the 1930s and it came with no indoor plumbing. Instead there was an...                    
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                        George Washington Carver — He wrote the book on self-reliance
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By John Silveira




Issue #31 • January/February, 1995



"What were you listening to when I got to your house? Sounded nice. I don't think I've ever heard it before."

O.E. MacDougal looked at me from across the table. He's the poker playing friend of Dave Duffy, the fellow who publishes this magazine....                    
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                        Doesn’t anyone remember Tom Paine
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Robert L. Williams




Issue #19 • January/February, 1993



Many years ago, before I came to my senses and left public education for good, I was teaching on a college campus when one of the administrators approached me and asked the topic of my lecture that day.

"Tom Paine and the Rights...                    
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            Finding the best dog for the country life


            
                                                            



            
                




By Anita Evangelista




Issue #63 • May/June, 2000



When you're looking for a dog to fit into your country life, there are few other topics as...            
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            Cheaper than Store-Bought Eggs


            
                                                            



            
                By Kristina Seleshanko
Issue #177 • July/August/September, 2019

Something we heard a lot when we first started raising chickens in the suburbs was, “For the cost...            
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            Forget the dog, chicken is man’s best friend
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            Is that a good pig?
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            Goat birthing and raising kids
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            Khaki Campbell ducks — The other egg layer
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                Intake and exhaust upgrades for better mileage and performance
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                How to Resurrect Old, Rusted Tools
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                SARS — Is this a glimpse of the future?
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                Advice from second-time homesteaders
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 
            


            
                

Farm and Garden
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                Clover — From Livestock Forage to Medicinal Tea, This Humble Plant is One of...

                
                                                                                                


                
                    




By Eugene Mitchell




Issue #130 • July/August, 2011



Whether young or old, lying in the grass and searching for four-leafed clovers is timeless fun. Sometimes they're so elusive, like the leprechaun, it seems they don't exist....                
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                Growing Strawberries

                
                                                                                                


                
                    





By Patrice Lewis



Issue #162 • November/December, 2016

 

As you read this, the wind may well be howling and the snow piling deep, and you're likely curled up next to the woodstove with a mug of...                
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